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Ministry of Roads and Urban Development of IRAN
Deputy of Transportation
Due to the special geographical situation of Iran, it has a high potential for the expansion of railway network and providing the connectivity in the region. Therefore, construction and completion of railway corridors passing through Iran and efficiency increasing measures are the main MRUD goals among its rail transport strategies.

In line with the mentioned goals I.R. IRAN, TURKMENISAN and KAZAKHSTAN railways organizations have signed a trilateral memorandum of understanding (26. Nov. 2021) and are launching a project under title of "commercialization of KTI corridor" which is supported by ECO, UNESCAP, and ISDB.

Furthermore, Ministry of Roads and Urban Development has conducted vast studies on logistics network and has released the "Logistics Network Comprehensive studies" as its result and is pursuing several programs to enhance multimodal transportation.

It is emphasized that from Ministry of Roads and Urban Development point of view the expansion of international corridors in the region is not a competitive issue but a common goal for enhancing the regional connectivity and supply chain resilience.

And in the end, it is acknowledged that Ministry of Roads and Urban Development would appreciate further consultations and attention to the mentioned issues.